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Submission #1:
Hand stamp “one man’s trash” on hundreds of laser-cut plastic sheets dumpstered outfront of Architect’s studio ( **** Hyperion Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90027 { 15:17, 16
May 2016 } ). Other aspects…alienate audience. Process vs. Process. Manual vs.
Automatic. Hand vs. Computer.
When is work done?
When you get bored of considering ideas around on idea?
When its “time”?
Is it a point of logic?
Is it a point of sanity?
If you had the time and money, would you work on something everyday and never finish
it? Never show it to anyone? Never speak a word of it? What would happen if one
would? What would it mean? Has someone done this? What does this mean? Who are
they? Would it be different if someone where to know about their daily ( secret )
document?
It is selfish to make object based work.
It is a waste of resources and time.
It is no longer relevant.
goodbye horses, everyone singing.
repetition is meditation…the manual process of milling hundreds of pieces versus cnc
milling…there is such a small connection to the work / the physical piece. the
relationship is purely in the design phase. maybe this is why designers flock to
computer programmed fabrication machines.

Submission #2:
Any reporting of the truth‚Äîthe truth about what the powerful are doing to us and how
we are struggling to endure and retain our dignity and self-respect‚Äîwould fracture and
divide a global population that must be molded into compliant consumers and obedient
corporate subjects. This has made journalism, real journalism, subversive.
sponsore
content on my website of choice appeals to me‚ÄîI would probably really enjoy the brand
trying to associate itself with it. I mean, they‚Äôre working together, after all!‚Äù
ndependent author who is reporting on something of value.
https://www.get.sucks/
it's not
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the guy has a real
let's drink tannhauser
him to fly his mom out from Puerto Rico to visit him in Seattle. Another said the raise
would make it possible for him to raise a family
with his wife. Overnight, Price became something of a folk hero ‚Äî a
small-business owner taking income inequality into his own hands.
‚ÄúNow the people who were just clocking in and out were making the same as me,‚Äù he tells
the Times. ‚ÄúIt shackles high performers to less motivated team members.‚Äù
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will let him respond when he is out of rehearsal.
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There are no rehearsals currently planned.
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In all galleries, clueless artists come demanding that the dealer look at their work and
then threatening the person behind the desk when they're told that the dealer doesn't
consider submissions from people who wander in off the street. If the person behind the
desk is a woman, it gets really bad; she's flirted with, hit on, sometimes followed out the
door. This goes on all day, at the same time that he or she is trying to
do all the things the dealer has tasked them to do. The pressure is
intense. On top of all that, many of the best gallerists today were once
those poor people behind desks, among them Gavin Brown, Michele Maccarone, Lisa Cooley,
Rach
mannin
‚Äúwww.cjcrunk.com‚Äù.
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i bet you're right

Submission #3:
Courage
My dear friend
You are a trooper

In the middle of no where
You protect your love

The one who feeds you
Because you are her dog
And She is your Master

It is wrong to say you are cowardly
...
The first few words in the first sentence of each paragraph in the introduction of Georgia
O’Keefe’s Studio Book by Georgia O’Keefe.

My first memory is of…
This was all new to me…
Years later…
My next memory…
My mother came…

The first thing I can remember…

The idea of drawing the man…
In time I made a house…
In the summer I took the dollhouse…
It was the idea that they should go boating…
I believe that during the years…
One year my two younger sisters…
The next year we were taken…
By myself at home…
One winter night about this time…
The copies I had made…
The year I was finishing the eighth grade…
I don’t really know where I got my artist idea…
Up to that time…
I didn’t have a clear idea of what an artist would be…
The man was better looking…
My first day in the studio…
When my drawings…
My second year…
Everyday during…
The next year when…
I have never understood why we have such olive green rooms…
Late I went…
Then there was a year of painting…
The Chase Still Life…

I sat through…
Eugene Speicher…
“It doesn’t matter what you do.”
The next day he wanted to do one for himself…
It was a day with snow on everything…
The drawings were curved lines and scratches…
The boys begin to talk…
One day someone took me…
About this time I walked…
There was one other painting belonging…

Submission #4:
7 March 2016
TITLE:
Limen Library
Idea Capsule Archive

giving a home to the mountain of unrealized ideas
(to ease the long standing burden and paralysis of mind moves faster than hands)

collections, archives

tangible forms
(napkins, receipts, notebook pages, ephemera)

digital files
(desktop, back up drives)

Digital lists found [first pass]
file names & dates/times__________________________
Idea_Trove.doc

5.9.2009

12:49am

ideas things.rtf

4.21.2010

4:42pm

fragment_video_idea.doc

12.2.2010

6:49am

2012 PROJECT IDEAS.doc

2.5.2012

5:33pm

fabric ideas March.rtf

3.21.2013

12:03pm

scatterplot_textinfo.doc

6.22.2014

12:25am

naming the thing for its own sake
time perception is logarithmic > (catalogue ideas as form of time expression or...)
ritual

IDEAS AS THRESHOLDS!

Contained Thresholds
• Each capsule contains a threshold into a singular universe, a directive, an idea, a
catalyst into an inquiry for exploration, discovery, and artistic translation.
• An archive – static, objects – a library – cataloguing system that reflects its
contents as ideas (and their inherent properties)

Interaction – will they be a generative source of inspiration and inquiry? Or silent beings,
disquiet... (serve an active purpose?)

CATALOGUING SYSTEM
invented
cartographic in structure
symbols from basic punctuation (use as mathematical and/or lingual)
inspired by time travel*****

aesthetics as a naming device?
Process of compiling as meditation and sacrifice,
and,
illumination and productivity
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